It is folklore that the double-rooted complete binary tree is a spanning tree of the hypercube of the same size. Unfortunately, the usual construction of an embedding of a double-rooted complete binary tree into a hypercube does not provide any hint on how this embedding can be extended if each leaf spawns two new leaves. In this paper, we present simple dynamic embeddings of double-rooted complete binary trees into hypercubes which do not suffer from this disadvantage. We also present edge-disjoint embeddings with optimal load and unit dilation. Furthermore, all these embeddings can be efficiently implemented on the hypercube itself such that the embedding of each new level of leaves can be computed in constant time. Because of the similarity, our results can be immediately transfered to complete binary trees.
INTRODUCTION
Hypercubes are a very popular model for parallel computation because of their regularity and their relatively small number of interprocessor connections. Another important property of an interconnection network is its ability to efficiently execute the communication requests of parallel algorithms. Thus, it is desirable to find suitable embeddings of graphs representing the communication structure of parallel algorithms into hypercubes representing the interconnection network of a parallel computer.
Very often binary trees represent the communication structure of parallel algorithms, e.g., for divide-and-conquer or branch-and-bound algorithms. In [11] , Havel has conjectured that every binary tree has a one-to-one embedding into its optimal hypercube with dilation of at most 2. This conjecture is still open. Embeddings of binary trees into their optimal hypercubes with constant dilation have been constructed in [4, 5, 15, 25] . Because of the large dilation of these embeddings, embeddings of special trees are of interest.
Nearly optimal results have been obtained for special trees, such as caterpillars and complete trees. Caterpillars are binary trees whose vertices with degree 3 all lie on a single path in the binary tree. For a special subclass of caterpillars, it has been shown that they span their optimal hypercubes [1, 14] . In [29] , an algorithm for embedding k-ary complete trees into hypercubes with nearly optimal dilation and uniform load has been constructed. A very important and commonly used model of a communication structure is of complete binary trees. Unfortunately, the complete binary tree is not a subgraph of its optimal hypercube [6, 28] . But, using the fact that the double-rooted complete binary tree is a spanning tree of the hypercube of the same size, optimal embeddings of complete binary trees into hypercubes have been discovered [6 9, 12, 13, 19, 26, 27, 30, 32] .
All these embeddings are constructed as static embeddings, which means that the whole information about the structure of the guest graph must be known in advance. Since the guest graph represents the communication structure of a parallel algorithm, it may in fact vary or evolve during the execution of the algorithm. Thus, it is important to investigate dynamic embeddings consisting of a sequence of intermediate embeddings, one for each intermediate graph. From a simulation point of view, each such intermediate embedding should remap as few vertices as possible, since task migration is expensive. On the other hand, the expansion of each intermediate embedding should be as small as possible in order to avoid a large number of idle processors.
All embeddings mentioned above suffer from their static design and do not provide any hint on how these embeddings can be extended if the tree changes. In general, dynamic embeddings are much harder to construct than static embeddings. It might even be impossible to deterministically construct dynamic embeddings with high quality. In fact, as shown by Leighton et al. in [17, 18] , dynamic embeddings for arbitrary binary trees cannot be constructed with high quality if neither randomization nor migration, i.e., remapping of tree vertices, is allowed. Nearly optimal dynamic embeddings of arbitrary binary trees into hypercubes using either randomization or migration have been studied in [2, 3, 10, 16 18, 20 24] . Due to the large dilation or load, dynamic embeddings of special trees are of interest.
In this paper, we focus on dynamic embeddings of double-rooted complete binary trees into hypercubes (which trivially imply dynamic embeddings of complete binary trees). We assume that in each time step the double-rooted complete binary tree can grow or shrink by a complete level of its leaves. Therefore, the size of the double-rooted complete binary tree might get doubled or halved. For dynamic embeddings into optimal hypercubes, one half of the old leaves must be remapped for each new level to obtain a unit dilation embedding. This is optimal in the sense that we cannot achieve unit dilation and unit load if fewer vertices are remapped. In the following, such embeddings will be constructed efficiently, thereby improving and simplifying previous results.
For binary trees larger than the available hypercube, embeddings with small congestion are needed in order to allow simultaneous message passing over all tree edges. A first suboptimal approach is given by Efe in [9] , where embeddings with optimal load but nonoptimal congestion have been constructed. The first optimal embedding with respect to load, dilation, and congestion is presented by Ravindran and Gibbons in [27] . Nevertheless, both algorithms suffer from their static design. We present an optimal dynamic embedding for embedding arbitrarily large binary trees with unit congestion.
Furthermore, we present dynamic edge-disjoint embeddings with optimal load such that the vertices on the same level are distributed evenly among the hypercube vertices. For embeddings into d-dimensional hypercubes, we show that a doublerooted complete binary tree of height at most
can be embedded with unit dilation, unit congestion, and optimal load, where siblings are always mapped to different hypercube vertices. Moreover, we will show that our embeddings can be computed efficiently on the hypercube itself.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will give the basic definitions and notations. A brief overview of the known results of embeddings of complete binary trees into hypercubes will be given in the third section. We then will show that the embedding of a double-rooted complete binary tree into its optimal hypercube can be constructed level by level spending only constant time for each new level. Embeddings with load greater than one and unit congestion are presented in the fifth section. Extensions to sibling-separating embeddings will be discussed in the sixth section. Finally, we give some concluding remarks. As usual a tree is a connected acyclic graph with a distinguished vertex, called the root. A vertex of degree 1 is called a leaf of the tree if it is not the root. A vertex is called an internal vertex if it is not a leaf. A vertex w is called a child of a vertex v if w is adjacent to v and w does not belong to the simple path from the root to v. The vertex v is also called a parent of w. The level of a vertex v in a tree is the number of vertices on the simple path from the root to v. Hence, the level of the root is 1. We also denote the set of all vertices on level k by level k. The height of a tree T is the maximum level of a vertex in T. In the following, we consider ordered trees, i.e., we distinguish between left and right vertices. A vertex is called a left (respectively, right) vertex if it is the left (respectively, right) child of its parent.
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
A complete binary tree T of height h is a tree such that each internal vertex has exactly two children, and such that all leaves belongs to level h. A double-rooted complete binary tree of height h (or briefly a DRCBT) is a graph consisting of two complete binary trees of height h&1 whose roots are connected by a path of length 3 (cf. Fig. 1 ). In the following, we call this path the root path. We refer to the internal vertices on the root path as left and right root, which both are assumed to have level 1. The child of the left (respectively, right) root is a left (respectively, right) child. Clearly, a double-rooted complete binary tree of height h has exactly 2 h vertices. Note that if we identify both roots of a double-rooted complete binary tree, we obtain a complete binary tree of the same height.
A (static) embedding of a graph G=(V G , E G ) into a graph H=(V H , E H ) is a pair of mappings .: V G Ä V H and : E G Ä P(H). Here, P(G) denotes the set of paths in the graph G=(V, E). The mapping maps each edge [v, w] # E G to a path p # P(H) connecting .(v) and .(w). The graph G is called guest graph and the graph H host graph. We call an embedding one-to-one if the mapping . is 1 1. The ratio |V H |Â|V G | is called the expansion of the embedding. The dilation of an edge e # E G is the length of the path (e). Here, the length of a path p is the number of its edges. The dilation of an embedding is the maximal dilation of an edge in G. The number of vertices of a guest graph which are mapped onto a vertex v in the host graph, is called the load of the vertex v. The load of an embedding is the maximal load of a vertex in the host graph. The congestion of an edge e$ # E H is the number of paths in [ (e) : e # E G ] that contain e$. The congestion of an embedding is the maximal congestion over all edges in H. The smallest hypercube into which a graph can be embedded one-to-one is called its optimal hypercube. For a graph G=(V, E), the dimension of its optimal hypercube is Wlog(|V |)X. Thus, an embedding of a graph into its optimal hypercube has expansion less than two.
An evolution of a graph G=(V, E) is a sequence of graphs (
In the first case, the graph grows during the i th step, whereas it shrinks during the ith step in the second case. Given an evolution (G i ) i=0, ..., n of a graph G, a dynamic embedding into a hypercube is a sequence ((. 
e., the number of vertices which are remapped during the i th step of the dynamic embedding. The load, dilation, expansion, congestion, or migration, respectively, of a dynamic embedding into a hypercube is the maximal load, dilation, expansion, congestion, or migration, respectively, overall embeddings (. i , i ). A dynamic embedding has lookahead k if the construction of the embedding (. i , i ) makes use of the graphs G j =(V j , E j ) for j i+k but not for j>i+k.
In the sequel, we assume that in each step the double-rooted complete binary tree may grow or shrink by one level. Furthermore, we assume that the evolution of the double-rooted complete binary tree consists of growing steps only. As we will see from the construction of our embedding, a shrinking step can easily be realized by applying the reverse strategy of the corresponding growing step. Hence, the evolution of a double-rooted complete binary tree is simply a sequence (T 0 , ..., T n ), where T i is a double-rooted complete binary tree of height i.
PREVIOUS WORK
First, we recall that both the complete binary tree and the hypercube are bipartite graphs. The latter observation follows immediately from the following partition of the vertex set V=A _ * B, where
. The partition given above implies that the hypercube is a balanced bipartite graph. Thus, a tree of size 2 d &1 can be embedded with unit dilation and unit load into its optimal hypercube only if it is a balanced bipartite graph. Any complete binary tree of height greater than 2 is not a balanced bipartite graph, which can be seen as follows. Let T=(A _ * B, E) be a complete binary tree of height h 3 and, therefore, of size 2 h &1. Without loss of generality, we assume that the leaves of T are contained in A. Hence, we obtain |A| 2 h&1 +2 h&3 >2 h&1 =W(2 h &1)Â2X implying that T is not a balanced bipartite graph. Therefore, we obtain the following wellknown theorem.
Theorem 3.1 ([6, 13, 28] ). A complete binary tree cannot be embedded into its optimal hypercube with unit dilation and unit load.
An optimal embedding of a complete binary tree into its optimal hypercube was first discovered by Nebesky [26] and was also exhibited by Bhatt and Ipsen [6] as well as by Saad and Schultz [28] .
Theorem 3.2 ([6, 26, 28] ). A double-rooted complete binary tree of height h can be embedded into its optimal hypercube with unit dilation and unit load.
Since a complete binary tree of height h can be obtained from a double-rooted complete binary tree of height h by identifying both roots, the following corollary easily follows.
Corollary 3.1 ([6, 26, 28] ). A complete binary tree of height h can be embedded into its optimal hypercube with unit load and dilation 2, where all but one of the edges have unit dilation.
As mentioned earlier, a double-rooted complete binary tree of height h+1 consists of two complete binary trees of height h whose roots are connected by a path of length 3. Thus, Theorem 3.2 also implies the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.2 [12] . A complete binary tree of height h can be embedded with unit dilation and unit load into an h+1-dimensional hypercube. Corollary 3.3. A complete binary tree of height h can be embedded with unit dilation and load 2 into its optimal hypercube.
Note that the results of all these corollaries are optimal due to Theorem 3.1.
OPTIMAL DYNAMIC ONE-TO-ONE EMBEDDINGS
In this section, we present two simple level by level algorithms for constructing a one-to-one embedding of a double-rooted complete binary tree into its optimal hypercube. The first algorithm embeds the double-rooted complete binary tree level by level; i.e., all vertices with level at most k will be embedded in a k-dimensional subcube. The major drawback of this algorithm is that for each new level some of the old leaves must be remapped. This will be avoided in our second algorithm which, however, in each step requires a hypercube which contains as twice as many vertices as the tree. Only in the final level we obtain an embedding into its optimal hypercube.
Unfortunately, the construction of the embedding mentioned in Theorem 3.2 combines two embeddings of two double-rooted complete binary trees to a new embedding of a double-rooted complete binary tree of increased height. As mentioned earlier, we assume that the trees grow at the leaves and not at the root. We now present a simple algorithm which extends an embedding of a double-rooted complete binary tree of height h into an embedding of double-rooted complete binary tree of height h+1 such that only one half of the leaves must be remapped. This is optimal which can be seen as follows. As the tree grows by one level, each leaf spawns two new leaves, but the dimension of the hypercube increases only by one. Hence, it is impossible to embed these new leaves with unit dilation without a remapping of any internal vertex. Since each leaf spawns two new leaves, at least one quarter of the tree vertices must be remapped in order to obtain a unit dilation embedding. 
Clearly, a similar result holds for complete binary trees with the only exception that one edge has dilation two. This follows immediately from the fact that a complete binary can be obtained from a double-rooted complete binary tree by identifying its roots. Therefore, we state our results for the double-rooted complete binary tree only. To prove Theorem 4.1, we first prove the following stronger lemma on the embedding. Lemma 4.1. A one-to-one embedding of the double-rooted complete binary tree of height h into its optimal hypercube with unit dilation can be constructed such that there exists a partition of the vertices of the double-rooted complete binary tree into 2 h&2 groups of four vertices each fulfilling the following conditions:
1. exactly two of the four vertices are leaves of the double-rooted complete binary tree, more precisely, a left and a right leaf;
2. one of the other two internal vertices is the parent of the right leaf;
3. the four vertices are mapped to a 2-dimensional subcube, where the leaf and its parent fulfilling condition 2 are mapped to adjacent hypercube vertices as well as both leaves.
Proof. Obviously, the double-rooted complete binary tree of height 2 can be embedded into the 2-dimensional hypercube satisfying the three conditions above. This can also be seen from the left part of Fig. 2 , where the white vertices are the leaves and the gray and black vertices are the roots. As induction hypothesis, the black vertex in Fig. 2 is the parent of its right leaf y as required in condition 2; the gray vertex is another internal vertex of the double-rooted complete binary tree. Further, let i 1 and i 2 be the dimensions of the 2-dimensional subcube due to condition 3.
To obtain the embedding of the double-rooted complete binary tree of height h+1 into the h+1-dimensional hypercube the old mapping is extended as follows. As mentioned earlier, we must remap one half of the leaves. Since we know that one leaf is adjacent in the hypercube to its parent, we remap this leaf such that it is again adjacent to its parent in the hypercube along the new dimension h+1 (cf. Fig. 2 ). Now each leaf can spawn two new children such that they are adjacent to their parents in the optimal hypercube as can be seen from Fig. 2 , where the newly spawned leaves are drawn as squares. Note that x l (respectively, x r ) is the left (respectively, right) child of x, and that y l (respectively, y r ) is the left (respectively,
FIG. 2.
A DRCBT spawning new leaves in its optimal hypercube. right) child of y. It can easily be verified that the required three conditions are satisfied by splitting the 3-dimensional subcube into an upper and lower 2-dimensional subcube as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 2 . K From the proof of the lemma, we obtain the following construction. Each leaf v stores the following subcube information _(v)=(i 1 , i 2 ), where i 1 and i 2 are the hypercube dimensions according to condition 3 and i 1 is the hypercube dimension connecting the two leaves. Note that the two leaves contained in the same subcube according to condition 3 have the same subcube information. In what follows, we denote by loc h (v) the label of the hypercube vertex v in an h-dimensional subcube.
First, we consider as induction basis a double-rooted complete binary tree of height 2. Let r 1 and x be the right root and its right child, respectively, and let r 2 and y be the left root and its left child, respectively. Then we get the following mapping for a double-rooted complete binary tree of height 2 and the following subcube information for the leaves
The labels of the hypercube vertices to which the new leaves of the double-rooted complete binary tree of height h+1 are mapped can be computed from the labels of the hypercube vertices to which the vertices of the double-rooted complete binary tree of height h are mapped as follows. We assume that the subcube information _ for the vertices x, y are _(x)=_( y)=(i 1 , i 2 ). Note that x is a left leaf and y is a right leaf. Let x l , x r , y l , and y r be the newly spawned left and right vertices of x and y, respectively.
Clearly the embedding of the new leaves and their parents can be computed independently and in constant time. Hence, the extension of the embedding can be computed on the hypercube in parallel, spending only constant time for each successive embedding. Altogether, this concludes our argument for proving Theorem 4.1. If it can be determined when the final level of the double-rooted complete binary tree is reached, we can clearly compute the final hypercube vertex for each newly spawned leaf. We denote by h the maximal level, implying that the height of the double-rooted complete binary tree is h. Thus, in this case a remapping is not necessary although in the intermediate steps a hypercube of dimension one larger than actually needed is used. This extension of the mapping is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Actually, also the embedding of the left children of the new leaves are illustrated in this figure which will be useful in a later discussion. From this illustration, the following construction can immediately be obtained. Note that always k&1
The double-rooted complete binary tree can be dynamically embedded without lookahead into the hypercube with unit dilation, unit load, unit congestion, and expansion 2. With lookahead 1, the final embedding has unit expansion. The computation time for each successive embedding is constant.
Note that lookahead is only required to detect the next to last level of the whole tree.
OPTIMAL DYNAMIC EDGE-DISJOINT EMBEDDINGS
In practice, the complete binary tree to be embedded will often be larger than the available hypercube. From a simulation point of view, we are then looking for dynamic embeddings with optimal load, congestion, and dilation. On the other hand, it has been observed that sometimes computations are executed only at vertices on the same tree level at a time. Therefore, we are looking for embeddings with the additional property that the vertices of any fixed level are distributed evenly among the hypercube vertices.
A first simple approach is to extend the dynamic embedding given in Theorem 4.2 to an embedding with optimal load 2 as follows. The newly spawned leaves v l and v r (with parent v) are mapped to the hypercube vertices labeled loc h (v) and (loc h (v)) i 2 , where _(v)=(i 1 , i 2 ). From this strategy, the following theorem follows. Theorem 5.1. A double-rooted complete binary tree of height h+1 can be dynamically embedded without migration into an h-dimensional hypercube with lookahead 2 and unit dilation such that each intermediate embedding has unit load, unit congestion, and expansion 2, while the final embedding has load and congestion 2. Vertices of the same level are mapped to different hypercube vertices. The computation time for each successive embedding is constant.
Remarkably, this is the dynamic version of the static embedding presented by Efe in [9] . Note that our proof and construction for the dynamic version are much simpler than Efe's method for the static embedding.
With respect to congestion, we can do even better. An embedding of a doublerooted complete binary tree of height 6 into a 5-dimensional hypercube with unit dilation, unit congestion, and load 2 was discovered by Ravindran and Gibbons [27] , which is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Actually, Fig. 4 shows two different but quite similar embeddings, where the second embedding will be needed later. The root path is indicated by black nodes while the parents of the leaves are drawn white. Note that the root path traverses three different dimensions as our four vertices in the induction step of our embedding in the previous section. For convenience, the edges incident to the leaves are drawn as dotted arcs. Using this construction, we can find a dynamic embedding for a double-rooted complete binary tree of height at least 6 into a hypercube with unit congestion. Thus, we obtain an embedding with unit dilation, unit congestion and load 2, if we modify our embedding in the last four levels as indicated in Fig. 4 . Obviously, the embeddings of these lower levels can be computed in constant time for each new level.
Theorem 5.2. A double-rooted complete binary tree of height h+1 6 can be dynamically embedded without migration into an h-dimensional hypercube with lookahead 4, unit dilation, unit congestion, and expansion of at most 4 such that each intermediate embedding has unit load and expansion of at most 4, whereas the final embedding has load 2. Vertices of the same level are mapped to different hypercube vertices. The computation time for each successive embedding is constant. Clearly, this result is optimal with respect to dilation, load, and congestion. Note that the expansion of the i th embedding is 2, 4, or 1 if i<h&2, i=h&2, or i>h&2, respectively.
As mentioned in [27] , the last theorem does not hold for trees of height less than 6. The theorem above can be easily extended to embeddings with higher load as follows. Note that the embedding of a double-rooted complete binary tree of height h+1 into an h-dimensional hypercube has congestion 1 and every hypercube vertex is an image of exactly one leaf. Hence, these embeddings can be extended for arbitrary load, if we map the children of high levels to same hypercube vertex as their parents. Theorem 5.3. A double-rooted complete binary tree of height h 6 can be dynamically embedded without migration into a d-dimensional hypercube with lookahead 4, unit dilation, unit congestion, expansion of at most 4 and load 2
h&d . Vertices of a fixed level k d+1 are mapped to different hypercube vertices; vertices of a fixed level k d+1 are distributed evenly among all hypercube vertices. The computation time for the kth successive embedding is O(W2 k&d X), which is optimal.
Note that the same remark after Theorem 5.2 is true with respect to the expansion. Moreover, it is not necessary to know the size of the largest available hypercube in advance. It is sufficient to determine whether the currently used hypercube can be extended or not.
DYNAMIC SIBLING-SEPARATING EMBEDDINGS
In many cases, the communication structure of a treelike algorithm cannot be modeled by a complete binary tree but by a nearly complete binary tree. For instance, quicksort with high probability has a nearly complete binary computation tree, provided the pivots are chosen at random. In such cases, the nearly complete binary tree can be extended into a complete binary tree with a relatively small number of additional vertices. From a simulation point of view, we are interested in an embedding of this extended complete binary tree which avoids the concentration of dummy vertices on some hypercube vertices and, thus, causing a large computational overhead in other parts of the hypercube. Hence, we are looking for an embedding which always maps siblings to different hypercube vertices (unlike the embedding given in Theorem 5.3) .
In what follows, we show how the embedding of Theorem 5.3 must be modified for tree vertices at levels greater than d+1. Therefore, we assume that the first d+1 levels have been embedded as in Theorem 5.3. In the sequel, we show that each 10-dimensional subcube formed by consecutive dimensions contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph which avoids edges used earlier by the embedding of the first d+1 levels. Such a spanning 2-regular subgraph allows the following embedding strategy. Consider an already mapped tree vertex, its left child is mapped to the same hypercube vertex and its right child is mapped to the hypercube vertex given by the successor in the spanning 2-regular subgraph interpreted as a set of directed cycles. First, we state two basic technical facts which will be used later. As usual, a matching in a graph is a subset of edges such that each graph vertex is incident to at most one matched edge. A matching is called perfect if each graph vertex is incident to a matched edge. The following lemma is a simple application of Hall's Theorem (see, e.g., [31, Corallary 3.1.8 
]).
Lemma 6.1. Let H=(V, E) be a 3-dimensional hypercube and M/E be a matching. Then H$=(V, E "M) contains a perfect matching.
Lemma 6.2. Let H=(V, E) be a 4-dimensional hypercube and M/E be a matching. Then H$=(V, E "M) contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph.
Proof. If M is a perfect matching then H$ is a 3-regular bipartite graph. Due to Hall's Theorem, its edge set can be partitioned into three prefect matchings. Clearly, two of these perfect matchings form a 2-regular subgraph of H$. Otherwise, |M| <8 and, without loss of generality, we assume that M contains at most one edge of dimension 4. Now we split H into two 3-dimensional subcubes H 
] is a spanning 2-regular subgraph such that C and M are disjoint. K Since the construction of the highest numbered four levels of the tree as shown in Fig. 4 is somehow irregular compared with the embedding of the lower numbered levels, we will not use edges of dimension greater than d&4. In the sequel, we denote by
We call H k (=, y) a primary k-dimensional subcube if y # 10*, where = denotes the empty bitstring. It remains to show that for all x, y # [0, 1]* with |xy| =d&10 a corresponding H 10 (x, y) contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph which avoids edges used earlier by the embedding of the first d+1 levels. We consider essentially three cases depending on where a 1 occurs in y: (a) y contains a 1 in one of the two rightmost positions, (b) y contains a 1 elsewhere, and (c) y contains no 1 at all.
First, we consider case (a), i.e., an H 10 (x, y) which is contained in an H d&2 (=, z) for some z # [01, 10, 11] . Note that in Fig. 4 , all 3-dimensional subcubes drawn with straight lines except the upper left one belong to such an H d&2 (=, z). Our embedding maps to these three subcubes tree vertices from levels at least d&2 (cf. Fig. 4 ). Corresponding edges use one low dimension i<d&3 (and other dimensions of at least d&3). Thus, for each u # [0, 1]
6 the edges used earlier in an H 4 (x, uy) form a matching. By Lemma 6.2, we can conclude that each H 4 (x, uy) contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph and, hence, also each H 10 (x, y) contained in an H d&2 (=, z).
Next, we consider case (b), i.e., H 10 (x, y) is contained in H d&2 (=, 0 2 ). By construction the dimensions used in the embedding given in Fig. 4 are greater than d&4 with the exception of one reused low dimension i d&4. This low dimension i is drawn in Fig. 4 either as a straight horizontal or vertical line. By choosing the appropriate embedding given in Fig. 4 , we can ensure that the low dimension in the upper left 3-dimensional subcubes are not used. Thus, it suffices to consider only the embedding of the double-rooted complete binary tree up to level d&3. Now we are ready to compile some basic facts of the embedding stated in Theorem 5.2 up to level d&3. The following two lemmas follow immediately from a closer inspection of Fig. 3 . Lemma 6.3. For any k d&3, a primary k-dimensional subcube receives tree vertices from levels k, k+1, and k+2. Proof. Since H 4 (x, y) is contained in a primary k-dimensional subcube, it follows from Lemma 6.3 that such an H 4 (x, y) gets tree vertices from level at least |x| +6. By Lemma 6.4, each vertex in H 4 (x, y) is incident to at most one edge which is an image of a tree edge. Thus, the earlier used edges are a matching and the claim follows immediately from Lemma 6.2. K Lemma 6.5 immediately implies that also each H 10 (x, y) contained in a primary subcube has a spanning 2-regular subgraph. It remains to show that an H 10 (x, y) contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph for each x # [0, 1]* and y # 0* with |xy| =d&10. For u # [0, 1]
2 0 4 , again Lemma 6.5 implies that H 4 (x, uy) contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph. Now let S 00 =H 4 (x, u00y), S 01 =H 4 (x, u01y), and
. In what follows, we show that S 00 _ S 01 _ S 10 contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph. By Lemma 6.3, our embedding maps to S 00 only tree vertices from level at most |x| +7 while S 01 and S 10 get tree vertices from level at least |x| +9. Hence, the edges between S 00 and S 01 _ S 10 are not images of tree edges. Lemma 6.4 again implies that the used edges in S 01 and S 10 form a matching and thus by Lemma 6.1 we can find perfect matchings M 01 and M 10 of unused edges in S 01 and S 10 , respectively. Therefore, M 01 _ M 10 together with the edges between S 00 , S 01 , and S 10 form a spanning 2-regular subgraph in S 00 _ S 01 _ S 10 . Altogether we have proved that each H 10 (x, y) contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph avoiding edges used earlier.
It remains to compute the height of the double-rooted complete binary tree which can be embedded in this manner. The vertices of the double-rooted complete binary tree at level d+1+k are distributed evenly among the hypercube vertices, i.e., each hypercube vertex is an image of exactly 2 k tree vertices at level d+1+k. Since the required number of dimension is 10 times the load, we need 10 } 2 k different dimensions for each new embedded level. Thus, the height of the tree which can be embedded in this manner is bounded by d+2+m, where m is the maximal value satisfying A more detailed and sophisticated analysis shows that each 8-dimensional subcube formed by consecutive dimensions contains a spanning 2-regular subgraph which avoids edges used earlier. It can also be shown that six consecutive dimension are necessary for this approach.
CONCLUSION
We have presented some simple algorithms for dynamic embeddings of complete binary trees into hypercubes with optimal dilation, load, expansion, and congestion. The computations needed to embed a new level of leaves are very simple and the embedding can be computed in constant time. Note that our embeddings improve all known embeddings of complete binary trees into hypercubes in two directions. On the one hand, we improve all existing embeddings of complete binary trees with respect to the quality of the embedding or with respect to is applicability. On the other hand, this is the first time that such algorithms allow dynamic embeddings of complete binary trees for various parameters. Remarkably, the constructed embeddings have simple implementations. Thus, our embeddings allow very fast simulations of parallel algorithms with dynamically varying tree-like communication patterns.
